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1. A subreddit inspired by this physical action banned over 300,000 of its members in July 2018. A 
figure from Nidavellir [nid-uh-vell-EER] named Eitri created an object used to perform this action, 
after which his people were slaughtered. After performing this action, its perpetrator converses with 
a girl who asks (*) "What did it cost?". After being injured by the axe Stormbreaker, a native of Titan 
claims "you should've gone for the head" before performing this action. Trillions were turned to dust by, for 
10 points, what action taken using a completed Infinity Gauntlet? 
ANSWER: Thanos snapping his fingers (accept The Snap; prompt by asking "what action did he take?" 
answers like "Thanos killing half the universe" or "Thanos using the Infinity Gauntlet") <Nelson> 
 
2. In a 2014 fake documentary, a man made of this product claims "life is sweet, at least for me." In 
lieu of a proper commercial, this product was advertised via a one-time-only, 30-minute musical 
staged on Super Bowl Sunday in 2019. In a 2018 ad, a man produces this product by milking a (*) 
giraffe. Another ad for this product set behind a set of bleachers depicts a girl contracting a "pox" in which 
this product manifests on her skin. For 10 points, name this fruity candy whose aggressively weird 
commercials order you to "taste the rainbow." 
ANSWER: Skittles <Vopava> 
 
3. In 2001, an NFL player at this position tore his ACL while celebrating after a play. Mark Moseley 
won the NFL's MVP award playing this position in 1982, the only such player to do so. At the 2003 
Pro Bowl, Peyton Manning referred to a teammate at this position named (*) Mike Vanderjagt as an 
"idiot." Justin Tucker is the highest paid player at this position, which was played by all of the NFL's top 25 
all-time scorers. A timeout may be used to "ice" players with, for 10 points, what special teams position 
responsible for extra points? 
ANSWER: kicker (or placekicker) <Nelson> 
 
4. These literary characters were initially said to come from the "deepest, darkest" African forest, 
though the book they appear in was revised to make them look more like hippies. A beast called a 
wangdoodle can allegedly eat ten of these creatures for breakfast. The profoundly spoiled heir to a 
(*) nut company demands to own one of these beings, who come from a namesake "land" and are paid in 
cocoa beans. After being shrunk down, Mike Teavee was taken away by for 10 points, what diminutive 
workers at Willy Wonka's chocolate factory? 
ANSWER: Oompa Loompas <Nelson> 
 
5. Description acceptable. A theory claims this person's middle name is the Romanian word 
"Mahbed." The line "I had to come to terms with the fact it's not a maybe" appears in a song 
about this person titled "March 14th." This person first appeared on the Instagram page of Sophie 
Brussaux, and is said to deserve "more than an (*) Adidas press run" in a song set to the beat of Jay-Z's 
"The Story of O.J." Pusha T's diss track "The Story of Adidon" revealed the existence of, for 10 points, 
what relative of the Canadian rapper of "God's Plan?" 
ANSWER: Drake's son (accept Adonis Graham or other reasonably descriptive answers; accept Aubrey 
Drake Graham for Drake; accept child,  baby, or other equivalents for son) <Golden> 
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6. In a series that ended in 2012, John Hurt voiced one of these beings who was imprisoned and 
kept alive to serve as an example. Lily Page from Once Upon a Time can assume the form of these 
beings, as can a San Francisco teenager from a Disney Channel series named (*) Jake Long. Three 
of these creatures were briefly stolen by a powerful, secretive guild in Qarth [karth]. Rhaegal [RAY-gahl] and 
Viserion [vih-SAIR-ee-on], two of the creatures raised and commanded by Danaerys Targaryen 
[duh-NAIR-iss tar-GAIR-ee-in], are, for 10 points, what fire-breathing creatures seen in Game of Thrones? 
ANSWER: dragons (accept Jake Long: American Dragon) <Vopava> 
 
7. A TV show that inspired this event was hosted by Mark Scott and had a record score set by 
Jackie Jensen. The modern iteration of this event began in 1985, when its top performer was Dave 
Parker. The winner of this event in 2018 was accused of cheating with the help of his father, 
inspiring the hashtag (*) #JusticeForSchwarber. While Justin Morneau won this event in 2008, that year's 
contest is better known for Josh Hamilton's first round score of 28. Bryce Harper won the 2018 edition of, 
for 10 points, what hitting contest held the night before the All-Star Game? 
ANSWER: Major League Baseball Home Run Derby (prompt on "home run contest" or similarly close 
but imprecise answers) <Quinn> 
 
8. This fictional character reveals that he is also Judas Iscariot in a ridiculous 2000 film in which he 
is played by Gerard Butler. Gary Oldman played this character in a 1992 Francis Ford Coppola film. 
An unlicensed 1922 film based on this character starred Max Schreck as a ripoff named (*) Orlok. 
This character has a daughter named Mavis and is voiced by Adam Sandler in a series of animated films, 
including 2018's "Summer Vacation." Bela Lugosi starred in multiple films as, for 10 points, what character 
who appears in Van Helsing and Hotel Transylvania? 
ANSWER: Dracula <Nelson> 
 
9. This singer dismissed a boy as "corny like Fritos" in her 2017 single "Infinity." "With You" 
served as the lead single of this singer's 2018 album Caution. A song by this artist broke a 
single-day Spotify streaming record in December 2018 despite the song being (*) 24 years old. This 
artist's 18 #1 hits are a record for a solo artist; the biggest of those hits pleads "Who's gonna take your 
place? There ain't nobody better."  "Mimi" is a nickname of, for 10 points, what singer of "We Belong 
Together" and "All I Want For Christmas Is You"? 
ANSWER: Mariah Carey <Nelson> 
 
10. A strange makeover show hosted by Khloe Kardashian was titled for a "Body" described by this 
concept. A rock band titled for wanting this thing released the 2006 single "Tear You Apart." The 
"R" in the name of the evil organization SPECTRE stands for this concept. The second (*) 
Nightmare on Elm Street film is subtitled for this action, as is the fourth and final Jaws film. The Count of Monte 
Cristo inspired a Hamptons-set TV show starring Emily Van Camp and titled for this concept. For 10 points, 
name this act that is "best served cold." 
ANSWER: revenge (do not accept or prompt on "vengeance" or similar answers) <Nelson> 
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11. On this TV series, James Michener novels are sold for $1.99 per pound at the store "Books! 
Books! And Additional Books!". A character on this show claims "I am familiar with the works of 
Pablo Neruda" after not laughing at a cartoon due to his lack of a soul. A daycare named for Ayn 
Rand appears in an episode of this show centering on a musical based on A (*) Streetcar Named Desire. 
An adaptation of "The Raven" where the phrase "Nevermore" is replaced with "Eat my shorts" appears in, 
for 10 points, what show's first "Treehouse of Horror" special? 
ANSWER: The Simpsons <Golden> 
 
12. In 1899, this city's baseball team finished with a historically bad 20-134 record. This city's NBA 
team is the most recent to win consecutive NBA draft lotteries, and wasted one of the number one 
picks on Anthony Bennett. 2018 marked a league-high 70 years since an MLB team in this city (*) 
won the World Series. In the late 1980s, this city's NFL team lost two heartbreaking AFC Championship 
Games; more recently, they drafted Baker Mayfield following an 0-16 season. For 10 points, name this 
woeful sports city home to the Indians and Browns. 
ANSWER: Cleveland <Nelson> 
 
13. In a music video for a song by this artist, a tornado destroys a house with an abusive father 
passed out inside. Ludacris guests on this singer's 2018 single "The Champion." This singer and 
Bo Bice each released versions of the single "Inside Your Heaven." In a crossover hit, this singer 
describes a "bleach blonde tramp"(*) before detailing how she destroyed a "pretty little souped up 
four-wheel drive." For 10 points, name this American Idol-winning country singer behind the songs "Jesus, 
Take the Wheel" and "Before He Cheats." 
ANSWER: Carrie (Marie) Underwood <Golden> 
 
14. A scene in this film led to a surge in sales of the milk-based drink Yakult. To promote this film, 
its cast recreated scenes from Say Anything and other classic romantic comedies. One character in 
this film likens its protagonist to a "sexy little Rubik's cube." While on a ski trip, a boy played by 
(*) Noah Centineo kisses this film's protagonist in a hot tub, a video of which later appears online. Lara 
Jean Covey is horrified to learn that her secret letters to her crushes were sent in, for 10 points, what 2018 
Netflix teen rom-com based on a Jenny Han novel? 
ANSWER: To All the Boys I've Loved Before <Nelson> 
 
15. This city is where Talbot tries to use fake money to buy Nathan Drake's ring at the start of 
Uncharted 3: Drake's Deception. This city is home to the Ekon, Nemrod, and Vulkod, creatures that 
Dr. Jonathan Reid fights in the 2018 game Vampyr. The 2018 Overwatch League championship was 
(*) won by this city's "Spitfire" team. Jacob and Evie Frye navigate this city in Assassin's Creed Syndicate, 
where they enlist the help of Florence Nightingale.  For 10 points, name this city that, in all versions of 
Civilization, is the English capital. 
ANSWER: London <Vopava> 
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16. This man narrated the 2011 Broadway revival of How to Succeed in Business that starred Daniel 
Radcliffe. On Finding Your Roots, this original host of the reality series The Mole gleefully replied 
"that's amazing!" after learning that one of his slaveholding ancestors was murdered with a hoe by 
a rebellious slave. (*) 60 Minutes's longest-serving current correspondent is this son of the heiress Gloria 
Vanderbilt. A cable news program whose title ends in "360" is hosted by, for 10 points, what silver-haired, 
openly gay CNN anchor? 
ANSWER: Anderson (Hays) Cooper (accept Anderson Cooper 360) <Vopava> 
 
17. These objects appear in the name of a proto-punk glam rock band fronted by David Johansen. 
A place to store these objects is the namesake of the debut single and EP by Melanie Martinez. A 
rock band partly named for these objects asks "could you whisper in my ear" in their hit (*) "Slide" 
and claimed "I don't want the world to see me" in "Iris." A girl group named for these objects had hits in 
the 2000s with "Buttons" and "Don't Cha." For 10 points, name these toys that, in the names of music 
groups, follow "Goo Goo" and "Pussycat." 
ANSWER: dolls (accept New York Dolls or Goo Goo Dolls or Pussycat Dolls; prompt on "Dollhouse") 
<Vopava> 
 
18. Janet Jackson's most recent album, released in 2015, is titled for this word. A TV theme song 
titled for this word is sung by a man who was "cuttin up bike tires" and was mixed by the Gregory 
Brothers. The former security guard David Dunn first appears in a film with this name, which 
begins a trilogy that ends with (*) 2019's Glass. A TV character described by this word was a captive of 
Richard Wayne Gary Wayne in Indiana before being rescued and moving to New York City. For 10 points, 
give this adjective that describes Kimmy Schmidt. 
ANSWER: unbreakable (accept Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt) <Nelson> 
 
19. One actor from this family had his hands deemed "too pretty" by David Fincher, who digitally 
added hair to them for a 2007 thriller. IRS agent Harold Crick is smitten by a baker played by 
another member of this family in the film Stranger Than Fiction. In Brothers, Tobey Maguire starred 
opposite an actor from this family, who also played an incredibly creepy photographer in (*) 
Nightcrawler. Two siblings in Donnie Darko were played by members of, for 10 points, what acting family that 
includes Maggie and Jake? 
ANSWER: Gyllenhaal(s) ["JILL-in-hall"] (accept Maggie Gyllenhaal and/or Jake Gyllenhaal <Vopava> 
 
20. A county where this NBA star played changed its name in 2010 to persuade him to re-sign. 
Before every game, this player uses a basketball hoop to do three pull-ups. Among players 6'4" tall 
or shorter, this man is by far the all-time leader in blocked shots. This player led his team to a title 
in the (*) 2006 NBA Finals, during which he was a teammate of Shaquille O'Neal. This Marquette alum 
returned to his original team in 2018, where he once played with Chris Bosh. For 10 points, name this guard 
who was part of the Miami Heat's "big three." 
ANSWER: Dwyane ["dwayne"] (Tyrone) Wade (Jr.) <Nelson> 
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1. The refrain "Modernity has failed us!" appears in a song from this band's 2018 album A Brief Inquiry into 
Online Relationships. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this English pop rock band, whose recent singles include "Love It If We Made It" and 
"TooTimeTooTimeTooTime." Their name was inspired by a date scribbled in a Jack Kerouac book. 
ANSWER: The 1975 
[10] The covers of The 1975's first two albums featured this simple shape. The song "Give Yourself a Try" 
mentions a girl who had this shape, the band's de facto logo, tattooed on her arm. 
ANSWER: rectangle (or box; prompt on "quadrilateral" or "parallelogram") 
[10] An earlier hit by The 1975 laments "I can't believe I forgot your name" and has a chorus that repeats "I 
know when you're around, 'cause I know" the title thing. 
ANSWER: The Sound <Vopava>  
 
2. This actress described how she hid a camera in a cheating boyfriend's shoes in her memoir The Last Black 
Unicorn. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this actress and comedienne, who had a breakout role in Girls Trip. 
ANSWER: Tiffany (Sarac) Haddish [HAD-ish] 
[10] Haddish appeared in several films in 2018, including this comedy in which she helps a former grill 
salesman played by Kevin Hart get his GED. 
ANSWER: Night School 
[10] Haddish caused a stir following a 2018 interview with GQ, in which she revealed that she witnessed a 
fellow actress, later identified as Sanaa Nathan, performing this nearly unthinkable action. 
ANSWER: biting Beyoncé (accept reasonable answers describing someone biting Beyoncé Giselle 
Knowles-Carter on the face) <Nelson>  
 
3. Jetix is one of two former children's networks that merged in 2009 into what is now this channel. For 10 
points each: 
[10] Name this TV network partially named for a major animation company. Its shows include Avengers 
Assemble and Walk the Plank. 
ANSWER: Disney XD 
[10] The acclaimed reboot of this animated series, which depicts the exploits of the young Huey, Dewey, 
and Louie, as well as their friend Webby Vanderquack, also airs on Disney XD. 
ANSWER: DuckTales 
[10] Another of Disney XD's original animated series depicts this Sailor Moon-obsessed princess in her 
battles against "the Forces of Evil." 
ANSWER: Star Butterfly (accept either; accept Star vs. the Forces of Evil) <Nelson>  
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4. Colin Kaepernick is far from the first athlete to use a high-profile position to protest injustice. For 10 
points each: 
[10] This heavyweight boxer was stripped of his title and banned from boxing for refusing to be drafted to 
the Vietnam War, claiming "I ain't got no quarrel with those Vietcong." 
ANSWER: Muhammad Ali (or Cassius Marcellus Clay Jr.) 
[10] After medaling in the 200 meter dash at the 1968 Summer Olympics, runners Tommie Smith and John 
Carlos caused a stir by taking this action on the medal stand. 
ANSWER: raising their fists in the air (accept reasonable equivalents; accept black power salute or 
similar; prompt on "raising their hands" or similar) 
[10] In 2014 numerous NBA players opted to wear a warmup shirt featuring this three-word phrase 
following the extrajudicial killing of Eric Garner. 
ANSWER: I Can't Breathe <Nelson> 
 
5. In 2014 the Boston Celtics made a remarkably lopsided trade that landed them three first-round draft 
picks from this team. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this team, which is currently led by D'Angelo Russell and Spencer Dinwiddie. They play at the 
Barclays Center in their namesake borough. 
ANSWER: Brooklyn Nets (accept either) 
[10] The Nets also gave the Celtics the right to swap first-round picks in 2017, which backfired when the 
Nets earned the #1 pick. The Celtics later traded away that pick and took this Duke forward third overall. 
ANSWER: Jayson (Christopher) Tatum 
[10] The Nets received little more than two aging former stars in the deal, including this big man who spent 
much of his career with the Timberwolves. He now hosts the TV segment Area 21. 
ANSWER: Kevin (Maurice) Garnett <Nelson>  
 
6. Frank Thorn finds out the truth about this food after following the body of Sol ["Saul"], his best friend 
who elects to be euthanized. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this food that Thorn learns is not made from "high-protein plankton," but rather from human 
remains in a namesake 1973 sci-fi thriller. 
ANSWER: Soylent Green 
[10] Soylent Green is set in a hazy, overpopulated future version of this city. In a 1981 film, this city has been 
turned into a massive prison that Snake Plissken must "escape from." 
ANSWER: New York City (accept Manhattan; accept Escape from New York) 
[10] Soylent Green was a welcome success for this major film studio, whose profits slumped in the early 1970s. 
For decades, its logo has depicted a roaring lion. 
ANSWER: MGM (or Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) <Vopava>  
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7. For 10 points each, answer the following about songs that ask "do you want to" do something: 
[10] Bobby Freeman had a hit with a song that repeatedly asks "Do you want to" take this action, which was 
covered by The Beach Boys. Bruce Springsteen sang about doing this "in the Dark." 
ANSWER: dance (or dancing; accept Do You Wanna Dance or Dancing in the Dark) 
[10] The singer laments "we used to be best buddies, but now we're not" in a 2013 song whose title and 
opening line ask "Do you want to" take this specific action. 
ANSWER: build a snowman (accept building a snowman or similar; accept Do You Want to Build a 
Snowman) 
[10] A hit song just called "Do You Want To" was the lead single from You Could Have It So Much Better, an 
album by this rock band whose most recent album is 2018's Always Ascending. 
ANSWER: Franz Ferdinand <Nelson>  
 
8. The art of Barbara Kruger heavily inspired the image of this brand. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this clothing brand, whose products typically feature its name in white text within a red rectangle. 
ANSWER: Supreme 
[10] In 2017, Supreme announced a collaboration with this French luxury fashion house. Their collaborative 
products mixed the Supreme logo with this company's "LV" logo. 
ANSWER: Louis Vuitton 
[10] Supreme was founded in 1994 and targeted its first products at people with this hobby. Their first retail 
store's use of large open space allowed enthusiasts of this activity to enter the store while doing it. 
ANSWER: skateboarding <Nelson> 
 
9. The 2014 platformer subtitled "Tropical Freeze" is one of two modern releases in this series. For 10 
points each: 
[10] Name this video game series, which began on the SNES in 1994. Its title character largely does not 
appear at all in its first two sequels, including one titled for Dixie's "Double Trouble." 
ANSWER: Donkey Kong Country (prompt on "Donkey Kong") 
[10] Somewhat like coins in Super Mario Bros., characters in Donkey Kong Country regularly collect these items. 
A horde of them is stolen by King K. Rool in the first game of the series. 
ANSWER: bananas 
[10] Among the various Kongs introduced in the first Donkey Kong Country was this surfboard-having pilot, 
who could take players to previous levels by way of his namesake "Flights." 
ANSWER: Funky Kong <Nelson>  
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10. Although several characters, including Dr. No, had uttered this phrase before, James Bond did not say 
this phrase himself until his third film appearance. For 10 points each: 
[10] Give this three-word instruction describing Bond's favored preparation for a vodka martini. 
ANSWER: shaken, not stirred 
[10] Bond first requests a "shaken, not stirred" martini in this 1964 film, in which Bond drives an Aston 
Martin DB-5 sportscar with an ejector seat. It starred Gert Fröbe as the title villain. 
ANSWER: Goldfinger 
[10] In Casino Royale, this blond actor's first outing as 007, Bond is asked if he prefers his martini shaken or 
stirred, and replies, "Do I look like I give a damn?" 
ANSWER: Daniel (Wroughton) Craig <Vopava>  
 
11. For 10 points each, answer the following about the increasingly strange music career of Kanye West: 
[10] Along the lines of his album Yeezus, Kanye gave his yet-unreleased album this title, combining his own 
name with that of a practitioner of non-violent resistance. 
ANSWER: Yandhi 
[10] In an extensively censored performance of "I Love It" with Lil Pump on SNL, Kanye appeared dressed 
as a bottle of this brand of sparkling water. 
ANSWER: Perrier ["pair"-ee-yay] 
[10] Kanye's bizarre last verse on the track "Lift Yourself" is entirely nonsensical, and begins with this 
two-or-so word phrase. 
ANSWER: Poopy-di scoop (or poopity scoop or poopy do scoop or similar) <Nelson>  
 
12. This actor's diminutive stature of just 4 feet, 10 inches tall is due to a disorder often known as Fairbank's 
disease. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this actor, who currently plays the profoundly sketchy businessman Frank Reynolds on a 
long-running comedy series. 
ANSWER: Danny DeVito (accept Daniel Michael DeVito Jr.) 
[10] DeVito plays Reynolds on this FXX show set largely at Paddy's Irish Pub in the title eastern city. 
ANSWER: It's Always Sunny in Philadelphia (prompt on partial answers) 
[10] In a 2018 Super Bowl commercial, DeVito played a human version this specific food item, who is 
normally voiced in ads by Billy West but transforms in the ad after wishing to be a real person. 
ANSWER: the red M&M (prompt on "M&M") <Nelson>  
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13. A perceived threat to this man's title as the most subscribed YouTuber has led to numerous 
controversial actions by him. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this Swedish gamer. Aside from two brief periods in late 2013, he has held the top spot for the 
past six years. 
ANSWER: PewDiePie ["PEW-dee-pie"] (or Felix (Arvid Ulf) Kjellberg) 
[10] PewDiePie's subscriber total is closely rivaled by that of T-Series, a multi-media company that often 
posts soundtracks and trailers to films from this country. 
ANSWER: India (or Republic of India) 
[10] This comedy channel founded by Ian Hecox and Anthony Padilla has also held the "most subscribed" 
spot at three different times in its long history. It is noted for its annual "Food Battle" videos. 
ANSWER: Smosh (or smosh.com) <Vopava>  
 
14. Members of this group met over Skype in January 2019 sparking hopes among fans for a 50th 
anniversary event to commemorate their original television program. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this British comedy troupe, whose "Flying Circus" sketch program debuted on the BBC in 1969. 
ANSWER: Monty Python 
[10] One iconic Monty Python sketch concerns a man's attempt to return the "Norwegian Blue" variety of 
this bird to a pet store, despite the bird being dead. 
ANSWER: parrot 
[10] The owner of the parrot in the "Dead Parrot" sketch was played by this beloved Monty Python 
member, who also starred in the beloved British comedy Fawlty Towers. 
ANSWER: John (Marwood) Cleese <Quinn>  
 
15. A lot of Major League Baseball's most prominent record holders also hold some of the league's less 
desirable ones. For 10 points each: 
[10] This legendary pitcher is the all-time leader in both wins and losses. He is best known today as the 
namesake of the annual award given to the game's best pitchers. 
ANSWER: Cy Young (or Denton True Young) 
[10] The record for walks given up by a pitcher is held by this man; fortunately for him, he is also the 
all-time leader in strikeouts and no-hitters. He ended his career at the age of 46. 
ANSWER: Nolan Ryan 
[10] This speedy 1980s star is the Majors' all-time leader in stolen bases, and also holds the record for times 
being caught stealing. This man was also notorious for talking about himself in the third person. 
ANSWER: Rickey (Nelson Henley) Henderson <Quinn>  
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16. In 2018 this actress amusingly tweeted that she suddenly remembered that she had been in Twilight. For 
10 points each: 
[10] Name this actress who played Jessica Stanley in the Twilight films. In 2009 she received an Oscar nom 
for playing the ambitious but ignorant Natalie Keener in the film Up in the Air. 
ANSWER: Anna (Cooke) Kendrick 
[10] Kendrick played another well-meaning but inexperienced character, Dr. McKay, in this unexpectedly 
devastating 2011 comedy-drama, in which Joseph Gordon-Levitt's character discovers he has spinal cancer. 
ANSWER: 50/50 ("fifty-fifty") 
[10] Kendrick maybe best known for playing Becca in this series of musical comedies about the world of a 
cappella competitions. 
ANSWER: Pitch Perfect <Vopava>  
 
17. Before the 2018 season, the definition of this football penalty was expanded to include cases where a 
defender puts his weight on a certain player, regardless of intent. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this 15-yard penalty, which numerous pass rushers found to be extremely difficult to avoid due 
to the changes. 
ANSWER: roughing the passer (accept roughing the quarterback or similar; prompt on "roughing" or 
"RTP") 
[10] This Texans defensive end was one of many players who opposed the changes to the roughing the 
passer rule, exclaiming on Twitter that the calls were "absolutely out of control." 
ANSWER: J.J. Watt (or Justin James Watt) 
[10] The first player to be penalized based on the new rule in the regular season was Grady Jarrett, who 
landed on Nick Foles during a standard tackle. Jarrett plays for this team, where he is a teammate of Vic 
Beasley. 
ANSWER: Atlanta Falcons (accept either underlined portion) <Nelson>  
 
18. For 10 points each, name these authors who wrote about Sherlock Holmes but aren't Arthur Conan 
Doyle: 
[10] This author combined Holmes with the Cthulhu mythos, among other figures, in his story "A Study in 
Emerald." He also created the comic book character Sandman. 
ANSWER: Neil (Richard MacKinnon) Gaiman 
[10] The 2018 novel Mycroft Holmes was co-written by Anna Waterhouse and this athlete, who is better 
known as the NBA's all-time leading scorer and pioneer of the "skyhook" shot. 
ANSWER: Kareem Abdul-Jabbar (or Lew Alcindor or Ferdinand Lewis Alcindor Jr.; prompt on partial 
last names) 
[10] This author depicted Watson solving a case before Holmes in his story "The Doctor's Case," which was 
released a year after his novel It. 
ANSWER: Stephen (Edwin) King <Nelson> 
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19. For 10 points each, name these bands with big songs that feature loud breathing: 
[10] Quick inhales and exhales follow the lyric "let her out so she can breathe" in this singer's 2009 single 
"She Wolf." 
ANSWER: Shakira (or Shakira Isabel Mebarak Ripoll) 
[10] Simon Le Bon pants heavily and breathily sings "hungry like the wolf, hungry like the wolf" in the 
bridge of a huge 1982 hit by this British band. 
ANSWER: Duran Duran 
[10] Raspy, fast breathing is also appropriately prominent in "Harder to Breathe," the first song sung by this 
band at their phenomenally yawn-worthy 2019 Super Bowl halftime show. 
ANSWER: Maroon 5 <Vopava>  
 
20. An army officer who was assumed killed during this war is the protagonist of the BBC series Poldark. 
For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this war depicted in the first three episodes of the 2008 HBO miniseries John Adams. 
ANSWER: Revolutionary War (or American Revolution or War for Independence) 
[10] This filmmaker depicted several key moments of the American Revolution in his 1997 documentary 
Thomas Jefferson. In 2017 he released his 10-part series The Vietnam War. 
ANSWER: Ken Burns (or Kenneth Lauren Burns) 
[10] Abraham Woodhull is a cabbage farmer who becomes a Patriot spy in Turn, a drama on this TV 
network whose other historical dramas include Hell on Wheels and The Terror. 
ANSWER: AMC <Vopava>  

 


